Rodney Graham

Rodney Graham pulls at the threads of cultural and intellectual history through photography, film, music, performance
and painting. He presents cyclical.Rodney Graham OC (born January 16, ) is an artist and musician born in Abbotsford,
British Columbia. He is most often associated with the Vancouver.Find the latest shows, biography, and artworks for
sale by Rodney Graham. Rodney Graham is associated with the Vancouver School of artists' distinctive.Rodney Graham
was born in Abbotsford, British Columbia, Canada in He graduated from the University of British Columbia in and lives
and works in .'Someone recently likened one of my large-scale photographic works to a mildly humorous father's day
card, says Rodney Graham, chuckling.Rodney Graham is an influential contemporary Canadian artist. View Rodney
Graham's artworks on artnet. Find an in-depth biography, exhibitions, original.Rodney Graham is a Canadian artist
whose genre defying avant-garde experimentalism has confounded and thrilled audiences in museums.Rodney Graham
was born in in Abbotsford, British Columbia. He studied art history at the University of British Columbia (Vancouver)
from to Rodney Graham's exhibition at Lisson Gallery, uncovers the sculptural and cinematic nature of his practice, and
the continued influence of music, painting and.Since the early s, Rodney Graham has shown himself to be a distinctive
artist whose diverse practice encompasses many things a painter, photographer.An examination of the complex and
subtle world on display in Rodney Graham's film of an LSD-inflected bicycle ride. Rodney Graham's
Phonokinetoscope.Introduction: Rodney Graham (born January 16, ) is an artist and musician born in Abbotsford,
British Columbia. He is most often associated with the.This film depicts a s German typewriter made by Rheinmetall
that Graham found in a junk shop. "It was just this incredibly beautifully made, solidly designed .Artist: Rodney Graham
born Medium: Book. Dimensions: Object: x x 5 mm. Collection: Tate. Acquisition: Purchased with funds provided by
the .'That's not me' invites the visitor to step into Rodney Graham's universe. This Canadian artist is one of the most
consistent, innovative and influential artists of the.For the first time, the catalog Rodney Graham - Lightboxes
accompaning the exhibition at Museum Frieder Burda presents all 36 photo light boxes from the work.Black enameled
stainless steel, approx. 26 3/4 x 24 4/5 x 21 1/2 (40 x 53,7 x 53, 7 cm) produced after a drawing by Derek Root, Ed.
70/XX, signed and.Graham, Rodney: The Green Cinematograph Programme I: Pipe Smoker and Overflowing
Sink.Enter Rodney Graham's new body of light boxes. These painstakingly detailed and meticulously pieced together
digital tableaux exhibit.In Halcion Sleep (), Rodney Graham's new black and white video, the artist is seen dressed in
stylishly striped satin pyjamas, sleeping deeply and blissfully.
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